Dr. Prem Kumar Sharma, a renowned Astrologer addressing our Members on 2nd January 2020 said, I am thankful to you for inviting me to be with you all this evening. I wish you all A Very Happy New Year. Today is 2nd January and today is a very very auspicious day. Today is Sikh Guru Gobind Singhji’s Jayanti. My coming to your Club was destined like this to wish you all A very happy and prosperous New Year with blessings of the Lord Almighty.

Jyotish is a combination of two words – Jyoti and Ish. Jyoti is Light and Ish is Ishwar or God Almighty. So Jyotish is the Light of God. Jyotish is a knowledge. Jyotish is a science. It protects you from the incidences in life.

I am an engineer by profession, but Jyotish is in my blood. Everybody doesn’t get the reward one wishes to have. It is the destiny that gives you the reward. Destiny cannot be changed. Awareness of happenings makes you happy. If there is a good occasion to celebrate it makes you happy, however if there is a tragedy in the family it makes you sad. You can share the grief to reduce the sadness of the person.

Awareness helps you in making things in life better. Don’t be just afraid of bad times. Good times may follow if it is in your destiny. This year 2020 started on 31st December at the strike 12 midnight hour when the Mercury Planet was under Virgo Zodiac Sign. Year 2020 will be better for Industrial and Agricultural growth. 20+20 becomes 4 and 4 is the number of Saraswati, a very good year for education, knowledge, learning and innovations.

What is going on currently, the coming events are showing their shadows in advance. There will be lot of tensions. There may be some demise of a renowned personality. Our country will prosper and progress in 2020. Some misunderstandings may be happening in the world. Overall it will be a good year for India. Our relations with our neighbouring countries will remain almost same as usual. Foreign Investments in India will grow. This year will be a year of achievements for all. Mercury is a sign of clapping and happiness. We should be aware of problems. Awareness can save us from troubles. Some Muslim Countries may face a few problems.

I was the one who started the Jyotish programme on TV channels and I was known as the Laptop Jyotish or Techno Pandit to tell what exactly is the position of Star Signs in Jyotish. After all an Astrologer is also a human being and people need blessings of Jyotishis or Astrologers. The year 2020 is very good for all people.

Dr. Prem Kumar Sharma thereafter gave the annual yearly forecast for all the 12 sun signs as to how the year 2020 is likely to be for people under various Zodiac Signs. What your stars say how the year 2020 will be for you.

YEARLY HOROSCOPE OF 2020

**ARIES** (March 21–April 20)
Year 2020 will bring abundant opportunities. You may also crack some beneficial real estate deal with the help of someone. You may also get a chance to plan a family holiday to abroad. Overall a Great Year for health prospects. But a little concern towards diet in September and November will be helpful. Surya Namaskar will give you mental and spiritual strength. This year has opened new opportunities for those looking for new job. May and June will give you desired change of job. Lovers will finally manage to get family’s permission and get hitched with their sweetheart. Couples need to get more understanding towards each other during June and July.

Lucky numbers: 7
Lucky colour: Red
Lucky months: May, June, October and November
Good luck tip: Use some holy water from river Ganga while bathing every day.

**TAURUS** (April 21–May 21)
This year will give you benefits in all aspects of life. Profitable deals of investment and real estate is on your way. Add everyday yoga in your daily schedule.

**GEMINI** (May 22–June 21)
This year 2020 will be a good year for your family. It is a year of social welfare work. Foreign Tours are likely to happen. There may be some sudden trouble in the family.

**CANCER** (June 22–July 22)
This year 2020 will bring success in your career. Foreign Tours are likely to happen. Foreign Investments in India will grow. This year 2020 will be a year of achievements for all.

**LEO** (July 23–August 22)
This year 2020 will bring a lot of money. Foreign Tours are likely to happen. Foreign Investments in India will grow. This year 2020 will be a year of achievements for all.

**VIRGO** (August 23–September 22)
This year 2020 will bring a lot of money. Foreign Tours are likely to happen. Foreign Investments in India will grow. This year 2020 will be a year of achievements for all.

**LIBRA** (September 23–October 23)
This year 2020 will bring a lot of money. Foreign Tours are likely to happen. Foreign Investments in India will grow. This year 2020 will be a year of achievements for all.

**SCORPIO** (October 24–November 22)
This year 2020 will bring a lot of money. Foreign Tours are likely to happen. Foreign Investments in India will grow. This year 2020 will be a year of achievements for all.

**SAGITTARIUS** (November 23–December 21)
This year 2020 will bring a lot of money. Foreign Tours are likely to happen. Foreign Investments in India will grow. This year 2020 will be a year of achievements for all.

**CAPRICORN** (December 22–January 19)
This year 2020 will bring a lot of money. Foreign Tours are likely to happen. Foreign Investments in India will grow. This year 2020 will be a year of achievements for all.

**AQUARIUS** (January 20–February 18)
This year 2020 will bring a lot of money. Foreign Tours are likely to happen. Foreign Investments in India will grow. This year 2020 will be a year of achievements for all.

**PISCES** (February 19–March 20)
This year 2020 will bring a lot of money. Foreign Tours are likely to happen. Foreign Investments in India will grow. This year 2020 will be a year of achievements for all.

**Next Meeting**
Thursday 9th January 2020
Ashok Hotel, New Delhi
Time: 5:45 P.M.
Speaker: H.E. Mr. Oscar Israel Martinez Cordovés
Ambassador of Cuba
Subject: Tourism & Culture of Cuba
Spouses are most cordially invited
your new year resolution for good health. Be
cautious about your digestive system in January
and May. Your hard work will get appreciation
in February and June. Disputes with seniors will
start resolving from May onwards. Those looking
for life partner should give themselves some time
and think before taking any decision. Couples will
be more sympathetic and caring towards each
other.

Lucky number: 5
Lucky colour: Lemon
Lucky months: February, April, July and August
Good luck tip: Feed the birds with sprouted green
Moong every Wednesday.

GEMINI (May 22–June 21)
A new year is bringing huge possibility of new
home and new vehicle. Taking responsibilities and
fulfilling them will keep you and family members
happy. This year you will find new and beneficial
friends. Elders in your family may face health
issues. You will get inclined towards Ayurveda
and natural treatment approaches. A favourable
transfer at workplace can be seen. Staying calm
can avoid disputes in your relationships and
marriage.

Lucky number: 6
Lucky colour: Pink
Lucky months: April, August and September
Good luck tip: Distribute sweets among poor on
every Tuesday.

CANCER (June 22–July 22)
Financial profits can be seen very prominently
during this year. Right advice from right person
will give you profitable returns on any investment.
Keep reminding yourself that health is wealth. A
balanced diet will give you health benefits. There
is a possibility of development of a new business
plan in the months of March and April, so it
advisable to spend more time at workplace. Stay
calm legal processes will also be sorted. Singles
should stay ready to get mingle. For those who
are married, the months of February and March
will be crucial. The month of September will be
great for any real estate deal. Your habit of
taking care of your health will prove best for you.
Diabetic and blood pressure patients will get
better medication from mid-year onwards.
Supportive colleagues and your hard work will
get you recognitions. This year will give you
loads of love and romance of your partner.
Couples may go on a romantic trip.

Lucky number: 9
Lucky colour: Red
Lucky months: March or September
Good luck tip: Donate blankets to the needy ones.

LIBRA (September 23–October 23)
This will be your year. All pending jobs will
be accomplished. Meeting with some reputed
person will take your business to heights.
February to May will be the months you
have always waited for. This will prove to
be a blessed year in terms of finances. Avoid
taking any kind of loans. Stay optimistic, Stay
Healthy is the health mantra for you. Practising
yoga and meditation will help you stay calm.
Using modern communication technology will
be beneficial. Respecting the feelings of your
spouse will result in better relationship. Overall,
you will share a satisfactory year in terms of
love with your spouse.

Lucky number: 2
Lucky colour: Red
Lucky months: April, May, July and December
Good luck tip: Donate red cloth and Besan
Ladoo.

SCORPIO (October 24–November 22)
Year 2020 will be a year for you to be more
optimistic towards your life. Stay calm even
in hard times, as professionally and personally
you will progress. Avoid unnecessary expense
and maintain financial stability. There might
be some minor health issues that may bother
you for a day or two. But you will overcome
them. Practice yoga or join gym to stay fit. You
may face some E.N.T. issues. On professional
front maintain patience and concentrate on your
work, things will happen in satisfactory manner.
Those looking for true love may get it by the
end of this year. Relationships will get stronger
as you get full support from your spouse.

Lucky number: 5
Lucky colour: Green
Lucky months: January, March, April and September
Good luck tip: Avoid water leakage in home.
Place seashells in bathroom to avoid negative
energy.

SAGITTARIUS (November 23–December 21)
Year 2020 will give you mixed results. Mid
of this year will be boosting your economic
condition. Your opinions are important to
your family members. Do not get too friendly
with strangers while travelling. On the health
perspective this year will be the best year for
you, as no stress and no ailment can be seen.
Try to avoid long trips and do daily exercise
to keep your year healthy wealthy. Hard work
will be paid off, good profits, advantageous
business trips, promotion etc, all can be seen
in your upcoming year. Your married life or love
life will be good this year. Newlywed couples
may be busy in future planning.

Lucky number: 9
Lucky colour: Blue
Lucky months: July and August
Good luck tip: Pray to your deity before leaving
the house.

CAPRICORN (December 22–January 20)
This year your hard work will be rewarded,
which will keep you more energetic towards
your work. Desired outcomes will be achieved.
Take elder’s advice before investing in property.
Join gym and keep yourself healthy and fit.
Health issue may be faced by your family
members that may bother you. If your are
a businessperson new chances of income
generation can be seen and if you are in job you
will be promoted. Lovers may tie knot this year.
Married couples may have trip plans. Unmarried
men or women may find desired life partner.

Lucky number: 3
Lucky colour: White
Lucky months: July to September
Good luck tip: Donate oil in Shani Mandir on
every Saturday.
AQUARIUS (January 21–February 18)

This year will give mixed results. You will spend happy moments but there will also be some stressful moments. Do not let your confidence get affected due to the problems. Ownership of some ancestral property can be achieved but make sure you keep your all documents safely. Avoid a long trip in the month of November. Incline yourself towards healthy lifestyle and if problem faced go for homeopathy. Do not let stress of others affect you. Those who are in import export business should be more careful and software engineers may get opportunity to work abroad. Students will also get good results. Make your married life more beautiful, gift your partner something special.

Lucky number: 4
Lucky colour: Orange
Good luck tip: You should wear Silver necklace or chain.

PISCES (February 19–March 20)

This year will be the year in which you will see yourself living all your dreams. Results of previous year hard work can be seen this year very prominently. Entertainment is also necessary as much as the work, so give yourself a break. You will be able to get rid of extra body weight with the help of dietician. A year of opportunities for people who are in job and for businessmen also. Businessmen will get to sign new business deals and they must work hard to accomplish them. Those who are in government job may get transferred to new place. Lovers should avoid taking any kind of unethical actions. Live-in relationship may hamper your reputation. Married couple will enjoy romantic trips this year.

Lucky number: 10
Lucky colour: Maroon
Lucky months: March and May
Good luck tip: Donate gram pulse to any religious place.

Astrology is based on your previous karmas. Everyone takes birth as per the past karmas. Astrology and the Astrologer cannot change your destiny. There will always be some challenges in life. Some unwanted casualties may also take place sometimes.

Dr. Sharma in reply to a question from DGE Rtn. Sanjiv Mehra, said your Rotary District 3011 will prosper in 2020. You have very good ideas which you have in your mind, (Mr. Distt. Governor Elect), for your planning since past 4 or 5 years. You will now be able to implement same. You will have a very good time. Go ahead and work for your year. You will be successful.

Astrologer Dr. Prem Kumar Sharma was a Rotarian from 1981 to 1988.
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OUR CHIEF GUEST
H.E. Mr. Oscar Israel Martinez Cordovés
Ambassador of Cuba

NAME:
H.E. Mr. Oscar Israel Martinez Cordovés
Ambassador of Cuba

DATE OF BIRTH:
Artemisa, December 5, 1948

STUDIES:
Degree in English Language, University of Havana (1979).

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
1968–1972: Third Secretary, Consular Section, Embassy of Cuba in the German Democratic Republic.
1975–1987: Officer, CCP International Relations Department.
1991–1995: Officer, CCP International Relations Department.
2000–2015: Deputy Head of International Relations Department of The Central Committee of the CCP.

LANGUAGES:
English and German

MARITAL STATUS AND NUMBER OF CHILDREN:
Married, 2 Children.

FORTHCOMING PROGRAMMES

THURSDAY 9TH JANUARY 2020
SPEAKER: AMBASSADOR OF CUBA
SUBJECT: TOURISM & CULTURE OF CUBA

SUNDAY 12TH JANUARY 2020
BLOOD DONATION CAMP
AT AARAM BAGH TEMPLE, PAHARGANJ
TIME: 12.00 NOON TO 4.00 P.M.

THURSDAY 16TH JANUARY 2020
SPEAKER: DR. AUGILO, AGRICULTURAL COUNSELLOR OF CHILE EMBASSY
SUBJECT: AGRICULTURE IN CHILE

SUNDAY 19TH JANUARY 2020
POLIO NID—POLIO RAVIVAR

THURSDAY 23RD JANUARY 2020
SPEAKER: MS. SHREE DEMBLA
SUBJECT: OUTRAGEOUS LIVING

THURSDAY 30TH JANUARY 2020
PROGRAMME WILL BE INFORMED

THURSDAY 6TH FEBRUARY 2020
TALK ON UNION BUDGET

SATURDAY 8TH FEBRUARY 2020
DISTRICT TEAM TRAINING SEMINAR
FORTUNE HOTEL, M.G. ROAD, GURUGRAM

THURSDAY 13TH FEBRUARY 2020
SPEAKER: MR. A.C. GOYAL
SUBJECT: JEENE KI RAAH

14, 15 & 16TH FEBRUARY 2020
ROTARY INDIA CENTENNIAL SUMMIT
Biswa Bangla Convention Center, KOlkATA

20TH TO 23RD FEBRUARY 2020
ROTASIA

21, 22 & 23RD FEBRUARY 2020
DREAMS TO REALITY DISTRICT CONFERENCE
HOTEL LEELA AMBIENCE, GURUGRAM